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Peter Bischoff is a doctoral candidate at Université de Montréal.

J.L. Black is the Director of the Institute of Soviet and East European Studies at Carleton University in Ottawa.

Leon Fink teaches history at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and is the author of Workingman’s Democracy.

Alvin Finkel teaches Canadian history at Athabasca University and is the author of Business and Social Reform in the 1930s.

David Frank teaches history at the University of New Brunswick in Fredericton and has published broadly on Cape Breton coal miners. His most recent book is his edition of George MacEachern: An Autobiography.

Cy Gonick is an economist at the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg and a founding editor of Canadian Dimension.

Lorna F. Hurl is an Assistant Professor in the School of Social Work at McMaster University in Hamilton. Her published works have appeared in Canadian Historical Review, Manitoba History, Canadian Public Policy, Canadian Review of Social Policy, and the Journal of Education for Social Work.

Gregory S. Kealey edits Labour/Le Travail, teaches at Memorial University, and makes frequent use of the Access to Information process.

Gilbert Levine is the Director of Research of the Canadian Union of Public Employees and lives in Ottawa, Ontario.

E. Ann McDougall is a member of the Department of History of the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta where she teaches African history.

Ester Reiter teaches Sociology at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ont., and has written extensively on the fast food industry.

Eric Tucker is on the faculty of the Osgoode Hall Law School at York University in Toronto. He is currently completing a study of Occupational Health and Safety Regulations in Ontario before World War I.